[Time series analysis of patient self-assessed psychophysiologic variables].
A data set of physiological (blood pressure, body weight, pulse rate) as well as psychological (adjective list by Sokolow et al.) variables collected by a patient in 1985 is analysed. Initially, by identifying time series models, subsequently, by estimating parameters and, eventually, by cross correlating all variables pair wise. With regard to different time intervals (the whole year, 2-months-intervals) several ARIMA-models apply for a description of the psychophysiological variables. Results obtained by time series analyses are confirmed by spectral analyses. For distinct time sections (i.e. Sep.--Oct., Nov.--Dec.) cross correlations reveal a seven day periodicity which corresponds to a psychophysiological pattern. Time series analyses of single case data are considered as a valuable research strategy which in some cases allows the detection of the underlying processes.